Transformational Guided Imagery (TGI) Healing
by Deidre Madsen

⏱️ 2 Minute Read
DID YOU KNOW? Over 15 TGI Exercises are found in Deidre's book, Happily Inner After (buy on Amazon)

Are you ready to heal chronic past emotional pain?
Have you lost your way in career, life or love?
Are you seeking self-mastery?
TGI's lush, evocative and practical (yet fun) sessions yield drastic
yet effective changes for DNA altering bliss body healing.
Fast and Guaranteed!

What is TGI
Transformational Guided Imagery, TGI, is a holistic healing modality using a combination
of lucid day dreaming imagery, Archetypes, Mindfulness training, sports medicine
techniques and Taoist Neiguan inner observer. TGI affects lasting change going above and
beyond to heal and harmonize to then become whole (whole-minded). The origins of TGI
stem from the work of Dr. John T. Schaeffer’s Transformational Fantasy program and
Jungian archetypes. The techniques are similar but differ in application and style.
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What TGI Does
•

•

•

•

•

Achieve full head-to-heart
healing success for a rich love
life and successful career
handling positive stress
Discover and claim the Holy
Grail from within releasing
feelings of anxiety, fear, or any
other form of stress that turns
your emotions negative
Visualize your world into
being, focus beyond "the Is"
aka manifest (think, "The
Secret" teachings*)
Addresses plaguing emotional
issues and heals repeating
patterns to quantum-shift
the holographic
YOUniverse within
Break free from the
matrix and reverse harmful
cyclical behaviors that limit
your innate freedom with Pineal and Pituitary Support

How TGI Works
•
•
•

•
•
•

The logical left brain’s past/future limitations are bypassed so cognitive thoughts do not interfere
Using your body's CSF (cerebral spinal fluid) we access your own unlimited source of DMT
(N-Dimethyltryptamine) for tremendous lucid real time HEALING
Your psyche (subconscious) takes over in the session ... instead of me guiding you, the selfhealing mechanism of the psyche assumes the controls and you become the guide, observer as
well as active participant ... which is where the real magic begins
TGI is a state of lucid daytime dreaming mindfully accessing your inner vision and right
brain
TGI works subconsciously through the subtle bodies making this a long-lasting in-depth treatment
With TGI, you are always safe and in control and can then effectively achieve full head-to-heart
healing
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How TGI Complements
Are you familiar with Theory of Mind or Cognitive Behavioral Therapy? Several of the more popular
healing therapies are listed below and include descriptions and their comparison to TGI. More
importantly, how TGI is similar in its approach, technique, and outcome.
•
•
•

•

TGI is more powerful than traditional guided or mindfulness meditation in that it is a deep diving
technique like the Taoist Neiguan inner observer approach
Theory of Mind (ToM) supportive, TGI is helpful for healing chronic maladies, emotional blocks
and getting you back on track to arrive at real, cogent experiences and deep personal healing
Imagery Rehearsal Therapy (IRT) supportive, TGI provides not only the ability to achieve great
success with reoccurring PTSD nightmares, but because of its ability to utilize your own psyche's
innate wisdom, you can have full and lasting success
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) supportive, TGI creates active real time therapy toward
disrupting reoccurring patterns, behaviors and emotions and completely reinforces for lasting change
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Benefits of TGI
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Experience the Divine Inner
Marriage (of the brain’s hemispheres)
Love and relationships
Regain authentic guidance
Positive Stress Management
Discover your tranquil healing oasis
THE ORIGINAL Mindfulness
technique
Super-charges the Medulla's Sacred
Secretion
Lessen/Reduce Inner Demonic
Voices & Entities
Activates Cerebral Spinal Fluid's
Source/I AM program
Works directly with CSF (cerebral
spinal fluid) for total body connection
and why clients often experience instant
results
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Directly supercharges pineal gland's
source of DMT (N-Dimethyltryptamine)
for BLISS BODY LUCID HEALING
Holographic Overlay Trauma
Recovery
Imagery Rehearsal Therapy (IRT)
Supports ToM Theory of Mind
Lineage/Red Thread healing
Autism support and healing
Inner child self-parenting
Brain trauma and injury
Third eye recovery
Terminal illness
ADD & ADHD
Hemi-Sync
Addictions
PTSD
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The Power of Thought
YOUR THOUGHTS CREATE YOUR REALITY! Using TGI is deceptively simple ...yet powerfully
capable of healing us body, mind and spirit!
"If you could get your imagination into a larger part of your life experience and your
observation into a lesser part of your experience, your experience will begin to flip
into things that you do want and less into things that you don't."
Click to watch this video to see how amazing this easy-to-do healing modality can be and watch
"Power of Thought - A Quantum Perspective - by Kent Healy" to discover that our 3D universe is
actually a hologram and how our thoughts create our reality.

Client Comments
❦ What an angel - I have a safe place to go in my mind
Deidre is now my sister. I love her more than words can ever say. I came here a broken, depressed mess and am leaving with hope and a
renewed sense of love and joy. I will keep in contact because she has put me on the path to healing and spiritual enlightenment. What an
angel. I have a safe place to go in my mind; inner guidance and had the experiences of a lifetime at the vortex of beauty with a Spiritual
[Nature] Vortex Ceremony and TGI [session]. She has released me from a prison of hell. - Aho! Raven, Douglasville, GA
❦ The session was fun and relaxing
I received a healing session with Deidre this week, and it was amazing! She gently led me on a guided journey through my inner psyche,
helping me to explore and change my inner world as I desired. The session was fun, relaxing, and I noticed immediate results from the
changes I made. Thanks Deidre! - Jeff Allen, Sedona, AZ
❦ TGI also gives me confidence in my dreams and visions
I have known Deidre for a few years. I had several TGI sessions with her in 2003 and 1 session about a month ago. I am amazed at how
TGI gives me direct access to my emotions and how I am feeling in the moment. I went to the last session to explore a drawing I made of
a dream. During the session I discovered that my drawing was connected to my emotional issues at the time. Deidre made a few
suggestions which helped me to heal and release these issues. I find that TGI goes straight to the core issue(s); it skips right past the
excuses and defenses and surface issues. TGI also gives me confidence in my dreams and visions. I feel very good about Deidre and
TGI sessions and their ability to bring up my emotions for healing and release. - Daniel Maddux, Sedona, AZ
❦ The most fascinating modality that I've experienced so far
I had never heard of TGI before I met Deidre but I immediately got interested when she explained to me what it was all about. Since that
I have had quite a few sessions, and this is one of the most powerful ways I can think of to get to the core with your issues. Its usefulness
has no limits, only your fantasy. I deeply recommend taking a journey with Deidre to your inner room and meet your guides, healers
and even the janitor in your inner maintenance room! And the best of all you can do it on yourself after your first session. TGI works on
both the physical, emotional, and mental levels. It's a very exciting journey through your different layers. If you feel like you're not a
visual person and wish you were TGI is the choice for you. And if you have physical and emotional pain that you are ready to let go of,
try TGI. Thank you, Deidre, for introducing me to the most fascinating modality that I've experienced so far. - Aurora Spuhler, Sedona,
AZ
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DID YOU KNOW? Over 15 TGI Exercises are found in Deidre's book, Happily Inner After (buy on
Amazon)
Aho and Ose Shalom!
Deidre
Deidre Madsen, Imagery Consultant, Award-Winning Author and Writer, Lecturer and Speaker, Life
Coach
As a tenured Imagery Consultant, Deidre works body, mind and spirit whole-brained holistic TGI
imagery sessions with clients worldwide and assists in opening to your spirit-supra-consciousness and
succor Order her Award-Winning Book Happily Inner After paperback, kindle, hardbound,
Amazon | Balboa Press

CANCELLATIONS: Deidre Madsen and Shangri-La Sedona LLC have a 24-hour cancellation/rescheduling policy. If an appointment is missed, cancelled, or changed with less than 24 hours’ notice,
there will be a $75 charge. DISCLAIMER: While all Goods or Services of our treatments have been found to aid the healing process, none of the complementary and alternative modalities in Goods or
Services offered are meant to replace the diagnosis and/or treatment by a traditional, western medicine, conventional or naturopath doctor. For entertainment purposes only. Must be 18 years or older.
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